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Promo DVD Production Proposal 
Requirement 

Following the celebrations of 2019 to mark 30 years of Lifestyle, it’s more important than ever to 

carry that momentum forward and produce relevant, engaging content compelling young people to 

team up with their mates, dream up a project and take to their communities to make a difference… 

To do this, promotional material is required to inspire young people across the region to participate 

in Lifestyle 2020. Films will be shown by Police representatives and made available on-line through 

YouTube and social media, eye catching posters will be displayed in schools and youth clubs, and to 

round off the year a massive celebratory award ceremony to recognise those top teams will be held 

at Hull City Hall. 

Lifestyle is entering it’s 31st year, and it’s time to inspire a new generation of Lifestylers! For our 

concept this year we’re focussing on teams and teamwork - enjoying the summer holidays with 

your mates. This is designed to engage the older hard-to-reach boys - and we’re using designs 

influenced by football trading card games to illustrate the concept of teams. Many of these boys will 

have been watching EURO 2020 and buying football stickers - if so we think these design cues will 

appeal to them and pull them into Lifestyle 2020. 

We’ll use real footage of previous Lifestyle teams to help show what Lifestylers achieve, and of 

course show the great prizes that the top teams can win! 

The design of the video will perfectly compliment the design of the posters and other material to 

offer a full branded consistent look to Lifestyle 2020. 
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Versions 
Junior, senior and youth division versions will be produced where we substitute team and project 

examples to match the target group.   

So for the Junior age group the case study will be a group aged 10-13 with a fun, achievable project. 

For Seniors the case study will focus on an older group 14-18 and emphasise the vocational 

benefits of participation. 

Finally, the group case study will feature one of the youth groups that took part previously. 

When the PSCOs take their DVD into schools or youth clubs they can select which version to show. 

And for YouTube we can upload all of these separately. 

To compliment the video we’ll produce a companion series of gifs, graphics and backgrounds which 

can be used across social media to emphasise the new brand and create consistency.  

It’s not about have one video - it’s about creating a suite of shorter videos which can be drip fed 

across social media. However we do recognise that the school showing is still the big opportunity to 

capture young people’s attention - which is why we’re ensuring the main videos are clear and 

concise, with achievable projects carried out by age-appropriate young people. 
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Live Event Awards Proposal 
Brief 

For 2020 we return to the spiritual home of the Lifestyle Awards - Hull City Hall! 

Building on the success of the show at the Bonus Arena, we’ll bring the big arena razzmatazz to Hull 

City Hall with moving lights, cold-touch sparks, air blasters and smoke haze - plus confetti canons to 

round off the evening! 

It’s important to remember that the main purpose of the ceremony is to recognise, on stage, the 

exceptional teams from Lifestyle 2020. The evening must reward their achievements and allow 

them take their applause from the whole community - the organisers, the company supporters, the 

partner organisations and the mums and dads in the audience. 

However we also want to keep our audience informed and entertained - plus we want everyone to 

understand the achievements of the groups walking up on to that stage, particularly the finalists 

and the ultimate winners. 

There will be audience interaction, live multi-camera big screen coverage, slick stage management 

and pre-recorded video sections to introduce the finalists and the judges. 

The awards ceremony will create a real ‘feel good’ factor for the audience and hopefully blow their socks 

off by giving them a night to remember! 

Theme 
Building on the theme of the promo video we’ll bring the ‘team’ concept to the awards - especially 

with how we introduce the finalists. 

Script Production 
We will produce and co-ordinate the script for the presenter, including producing the show’s 

running order. A JayJay Media producer will be the event manager on the evening with 

responsibility for the running of the entire show. 
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Video Production and “PowerPoint” Equivalent 
Video elements are a vital part of our proposal and we propose to produce the following content, 

which will be embedded seamlessly into the presentation screen content, creating an immersive, 

media rich experience. 

Our logo and iconic images background will be the common element linking all the videos and the 

award booklet, giving the whole event a consistent feel. 

Prize Videos 
This will be a mix of stock footage, voice over from presenter and where possible, last year’s 

winners enjoying their prizes. As the teams climb the stage to collect their prizes, they’ll do so to a 

mix of top chart tunes and live video of them on the big screen. This will create a seamless loop of 

teams, footage and images to keep the crowd entertained as the winners take their bows. 

This method has worked really well at past awards to create a fast-paced award presentation. 

Supporters’ Logos 
To recognise their vital contribution, all supporters’ logos will be animated and appear on the big 

screen in turn, accompanied by dramatic music and big cheers! 

Judging Panel 
We’ll interview the judging panel and create a short film introducing each judge and asking them 

about their experience with the Lifestyle teams. In the interviews we will focus on the Lifestyle key 

messages, congratulate and applaud each team for taking part. 

Finalist Teams 
During the ceremony we’re going to hear from each of the finalists. We’ll talk to the group to find 

out what they got up to and let them show us their achievements, and we’ll also hear a testimonial 

from someone who has benefitted from their activities. We’ll use our trading card team device to 

introduce each team member. 
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Video Coverage of the Ceremony 
We’re going to have FIVE cameras covering the event: Two cameras covering the stage and 

auditorium from each side, a third camera right at the front of the stage, able to give us close up 

on-stage action and audience/winner reaction and a fixed camera at the back of the stage to 

capture teams as they go up. Finally a fixed camera at the rear of the hall will be used to show the 

scale of the event - especially for the highlights DVD. 

Liaison and H&S Risk Assessment 
JayJay Media will liaise with Hull City Hall, the appointed technicians and all artists and performers - 

including rehearsals. We will also draw up a H&S risk assessment as required. 

Highlight DVD 
Following the event a short highlight DVD will be made available.
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Production Quotation - Promo DVD
DESCRIPTION UNITS QUANTITY UNIT COST COST

Pre-production                                                                                           
Concept design, script creation, location recces, casting and any other 
elements required before production commences

Days 3.0 £ 250.00 £ 750.00

Production 
The production stage is the filming of all original material.

Camera Operator with HD camera kit Days 1.0 £ 425.00 £ 425.00

Director/Sound recordist Days 1.0 £ 300.00 £ 300.00

Camera media and project archiving Project 1.0 £ 60.00 £ 60.00

Post-production 
The creation of the final programme by editing together all the video 
footage, graphics and music

Editing, graphic creation and sound mixing - promo DVDs Days 3.0 £ 270.00 £ 810.00

Graphic production Days 1.0 £ 250.00 £ 250.00

Voice over (depending on choice) Charge 1.0 £ 250.00 £ 250.00

Music license (production music - worldwide unlimited) Production 1.0 £ 150.00 £ 150.00

Duplication and digital distribution 
The creation of the final programme by editing together all the video 
footage, graphics and music

DVD Master - encoding and authoring Copies 1.0 £ 35.00 £ 35.00

DVD with b/w print supplied in plastic wallet Copies 50.0 £ 1.00 £ 50.00

HD Digital master Charge 1.0 £ 15.00 £ 15.00

Upload to YouTube on client’s behalf Charge 1.0 £ 15.00 £ 15.00

Subtotal £ 3,110.00

Sponsorship £ (1,110.00)

 TOTAL £ 2,000.00

VAT 20.00% £ 400.00

£ 2,400.00
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Production Quotation - Awards Production
DESCRIPTION UNITS QUANTITY UNIT COST COST

Pre-production                                                                                           
Concept design, script creation, location recces, casting and any other 
elements required before production commences

Days 6.0 £ 250.00 £ 1,500.00

Production 
The production stage is the filming of all original material.

Camera Operator with HD camera kit Days 2.0 £ 425.00 £ 850.00

Director/Sound recordist Days 2.0 £ 300.00 £ 600.00

Camera media and project archiving Project 1.0 £ 60.00 £ 60.00

Post-production 
The creation of the final programme by editing together all assets

Editing, graphic creation and sound mixing Days 5.0 £ 270.00 £ 1,350.00

Graphic production Days 1.0 £ 270.00 £ 270.00

Voice over (depending on choice) Charge 1.0 £ 250.00 £ 250.00

Music license (production music - worldwide unlimited) Production 1.0 £ 150.00 £ 150.00

Keynote/PowerPoint Presentation Days 1.0 £ 250.00 £ 250.00

Live Event 
Crewing and execution of the awards ceremony

Event Producer/ Stage Manager Days 1.0 £ 250.00 £ 250.00

Event Director with MacBook Pro Days 1.0 £ 300.00 £ 300.00

Vision Mixer with equipment Days 0.5 £ 350.00 £ 175.00

Camera operators with HD cameras - half day rate Cameras 3.0 £ 200.00 £ 600.00

Static camera un-manned at rear of hall - half day rate Cameras 1.0 £ 200.00 £ 200.00

Post-event highlights edit Days 1.0 £ 270.00 £ 270.00

HD digital master and upload to YouTube on client’s behalf Charge 1.0 £ 15.00 £ 15.00

Expenses

Milage during filming (estimate) Miles 100.0 £ 0.45 £ 45.00

Subtotal £ 7,135.00

Sponsorship £ (2,135.00)

 TOTAL £ 5,000.00

VAT 20.00% £ 1,000.00

£ 6,000.00
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